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The Floridan Aquifer 

• 27 (>1/3) of the largest springs in 
North America discharge from the 
Floridan Aquifer 
 

• Average discharge from those 
springs > 6.5 billion gpd 
 

• All of those springs discharge from 
mapped underwater cave systems 
 

• >90% of inhabitants use 
groundwater from Floridan Aquifer 
 

• Conduit-dominated flow in 
unconfined sections 
 

• Less known under confining layer 
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Persistent Decline in Groundwater Levels 

Running Average 

~53 feet 
~50 feet 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s another way to look at the same chart in which I’ve plotted the running average (average groundwater level to the given year) as purple dots on top of the graph. Here we can see a nearly continuous decline in the average groundwater level in the well as time progresses and that we’ve lost nearly 3 feet of storage (groundwater level) since 1970.
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Persistent Decline in River Flows 
Water Sustainability Conference - March 2013 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This plot shows the difference between flow measured at the upstream and downstream stations on the Santa Fe River (Worthington Springs – Fort White). Though the numbers fluctuate, the bulk of them consistently plot above 0 revealing that the Santa Fe River has been a gaining stream overall throughout the historical record. The plot also shows however, that the amount of gain has consistently declined throughout the record – by approximately 4.2 cfs per year from 1932 to 2010. If we compare the average gain during the first 20 years of the record with the average gain for the last 20 years of the record, we would see that the Santa Fe River has lost 285 cfs – or the equivalent of almost 3 first magnitude springs.
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Persistent Decline in River Flows 
Water Sustainability Conference - March 2013 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This plot shows the difference between the upstream and downstream gauging stations for the early-time record (black) and the late-time record (red). During the early-time period, this section of the Suwannee River was a gaining stream with an average gain of 686 cfs/year and it was, on average, increasing in gain at a rate of 5.8 cfs/year. The late-time record shows quite the opposite where this section of the river has become a loosing stream with an average loss of -95 cfs and it is loosing more through time at an average rate of -20 cfs/year. That’s a total loss of almost 800 cfs from the river between the two time periods wherein the average rainfall for the two periods was essentially the same.
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Continuously Increasing Extractions 
About 1250 MGD by 2006 (~1950 cfs = ~1/2 base flow at Wilcox) 

Is Growth Sustainable? 

Water Sustainability Conference - March 2013 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve now seen that both aquifer storage and spring flows are in decline. We cannot definitively say that those declines are due to pumping but … we do know that permitted pumping extractions from the Floridan aquifer in the Suwannee River Basin have risen exponentially since the early 1980’s and are currently about 1950 cfs, which is approximately ½ the base flow of the Suwannee River at the Wilcox station. 
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Flow to Wakulla Spring 
Western Woodville Karst Plain 
o Flow is fast in caves and in 

surrounding aquifer (caves too 
small to map)  

o Large part of Wakulla’s discharge is 
inflow from swallets (surface 
water)  

o Wakulla & Spring Creek are 
connected 

o Spring Creek began reversing for 
appreciable durations in 2006 

o Spring Creek reverses now every 
summer for weeks - months 

o We’re loosing the largest spring in 
Florida & the associated fresh 
water that flows to the Gulf of 
Mexico estuaries 

~1000 ft/day 

~1/2 mile/day 

>1 mile/day 

>1 mile/day 

~1000 ft/day 

Water Sustainability Conference - March 2013 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The most significant thing about karst aquifers and the thing that makes them so different from other aquifers is that flow is really fast meaning hundreds of feet to thousands of feet per day as opposed to feet per year. This map shows the results of several groundwater tracing experiments that we’ve done in the WKP that reveal those fast velocities (>a mile per day through the mapped caves but still ~1000 feet/day through parts of the aquifer where no caves had been mapped. One of the most significant traces that we did revealed a rapid flow path connecting the City of Tallahassee’s wastewater spray field to Wakulla Springs (~12 miles with a travel time of about 60 days). That trace helped encourage the City to invest $250 million dollars in upgrades designed to reduce nitrate concentrations going to the spray field and thus to the spring.Another significant trace was the southernmost trace from Lost Creek, which flowed to both Spring Creek (as expected) and to Wakulla Spring (unexpected). This shift in flow directions from south to north occurred as a result of spring flow reversals at Spring Creek that have been occurring at significant levels only since 2006. As the phrase implies, spring flow reversals are periods when the springs are siphoning water into the aquifer rather than discharging. It is a common occurrence along the Suwannee River when the river floods and drives river water into the caves. When this happens to springs along the coast, it propels saltwater deep into the Floridan aquifer. Our tracer test happened to occur immediately before such a reversal at Spring Creek (the largest spring in Florida). As a result, we were able to document the reversal and learned that Spring Creek and Wakulla must be connected by one or more large conduits.Those results drew our attention to a larger issue than velocities the question of why the coastal springs are reversing and the impact of those reversals on the aquifer and inland spring flows. 
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Wakulla / Spring Creek Flows 
o Composite Spring Creek flow & salinity (USGS). 
o Summers 2007 –: Spring Creek stops flowing / salinities rise to sea water levels. 
o When Spring Creek stops flowing, Wakulla Spring flow increases 
o When Spring Creek is flowing, Lost Creek water flows rapidly to Spring Creek. 
o When spring Creek stops flowing, Lost Creek water flows slowly to Wakulla 

Spring. 

Spring Creek 

Increased flow = no problem? 

Water Sustainability Conference - March 2013 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We did that first trace in 2008. In 2009, we repeated the trace and instrumented two of the Spring Creek Vents and two sinkholes that we know connect to the underlying caves with hydraulic meters to further study the reversals that had only been documented since 2006. Those data combined with data collected from Spring Creek by the USGS reveals the degree to which Wakulla and Spring Creek are connected and the impact of the reversals on the aquifer.This plot shows flow at Spring Creek (blue), flow at Wakulla (green), and salinity in Spring Creek (brown) measured in 2008 and 2009 during both tracer tests. The data clearly show that when Spring Creek reverses (blue line goes down and brown line goes up), Wakulla’s flow goes precipitously up. This rise in flow at Wakulla occurs because water that would otherwise flow to Spring Creek is diverted to Wakulla.When viewed alone, the Wakulla data might indicate (as it does to the NWFWMD) that there is actually more water in the aquifer during dry periods than has historically been available and that therefore there is no water shortage problem. When viewed together with the Spring Creek data however it can be seen that the perceived increase in flow at Wakulla comes only at the expense of all flow to Spring Creek. What’s more, closer analysis reveals that the total flow is less than the probable historical average. 
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Consequences of Reversals… 
Water Sustainability Conference - March 2013 

Salt Water 

Fresh Water 

Flood Stage 

Dry Stage 

o When Spring Creek stops flowing, water backs up into the aquifer matrix 
in the southern part of the WKP. 

o Salt water travels rapidly for long distances (>= 2 miles to Punch Bowl Sink) 
in days. 

o Sinkhole water levels rise to flood stage. 
o When Spring Creek starts flowing, water levels drop precipitously and 

water in conduits returns to fresh water conductivities. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This plot shows the conductivity (proxy for salinity) and the water level in a sinkhole about 3 miles north of Spring Creek (3 miles inland from the coast). The sinkhole is called Punch Bowl Sink and we know that it is connected to the same network of conduits as are Spring Creek and Wakulla springs. The blue line shows the conductivity. The brown line shows the water level. The timing of the major Spring Creek reversal period in 2009 is marked with arrows. The important things to note are the abrupt rise in both conductivity and water level when Spring Creek began reversing and the abrupt reduction in both when Spring Creek began flowing again. 
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Consequences of Reversals Cont… 

~ 3 miles 

Spring Creek 

Wakulla Cave 

Punch Bowl Sink 

Water Sustainability Conference - March 2013 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here in the world is Punch Bowl Sink …
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Agricultural Pumping 

o GA 
183 MGD – Con. Counties 
93 MGD – Model Domain 

o FL 
29 MGD – Con. Counties 
21 MGD – Model Domain 

National Environmentally Sound Production Agriculture Laboratory (NESPAL) 
           University of Georgia's College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences 
Georgia EPD 
NWFWMD 
SRWMD 
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Municipal Pumping 

o GA 
54 MGD – Con. Counties 

o FL 
24 MGD – Con. Counties 

GA: Fanning & Trent 2009 
FL: Marella 2009 
FL: NWFWMD 

Water Sustainability Conference - March 2013 
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Modeling Approaches 

Standard Approach 

New Approach 
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What’s the Difference? 

Courtesy Karst Environmental Services 
15 

4.2 miles 
6-13 days 

8.5 miles 
181-194 days 

2.1 miles 
6-13 days 

1.37 miles 
5-10 days 

5.0 miles 
294-311 days 

3.5 miles /  93-113 days 
4.4 miles / 147-154 days 
2.5 miles / 50-57 days 

Model prediction: 2 years 
Tracer test: 5 days – 10.5 months 
 

Model Prediction: 10 years 
Tracer test: 50 days – 10.5 months 
 

Model Prediction: 100 years 
Tracer test: 24 days – 12.5 months 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides another example of the benefits of the hybrid modeling approach. The underlying map shows zones of roughly equal travel-time to Silver Springs as predicted by a porous media groundwater flow model. The colored lines depict actual groundwater flow paths and travel-times that were measured in the field through groundwater tracing.The data clearly shows that the model is under-estimating travel time to the Silver Springs by as much as 2 orders of magnitude (100x). It also suggests that the model has significantly under-estimated the size of the springshed. As was the case with in the western Santa Fe River basin, these errors are most likely due to the absence of conduits in the model design and the use of unrealistically high transmissivity or hydraulic conductivity values, which in turn, equate to under-estimation of well capture zones. Taken together, the groundwater tracing results negate the veracity of model predictions for both contaminant transport and water supply applications.  It is clear that there is a pressing need for better models both for TMDL and for MFL applications. The hybrid approach would serve that need and both of those applications.
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Calibration to Heads 
Error >3 ft @ 50% of wells 
Error >5 ft @ 27% of wells 
Max error: ~32 feet 
Too high at rivers 
Too low at ridges 
Gradient is too flat 
Permeabilities are too high 

Water Sustainability Conference - March 2013 
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Calibration to River Elevations 
Water Sustainability Conference - March 2013 

o UFA is Unconfined 
o River stage = 

groundwater surface 
o Model grossly over-

predicts river stage 
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Consequences 

o Cannot accurately simulate 
impact of pumping 

o High K = small cone-of-
depression 
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Consequences 

 

Water Sustainability Conference - March 2013 

CFS % 

Total Simulated UFA Flux 13,130 

Rivers & Springs 7,163 55% 

Wells 1,005 8% 

Coastal Boundaries 1,809 14% 

Non-coastal Boundaries 3,153 24% 

Non-verifiable Boundaries = 38% of Total UFA Flux 
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Model Validity 

o Porous media models simulate 
flow using Darcy’s law 
q = K * δh/δs 

o Darcy’s law requires laminar 
flow 

o Reynolds number < 10 
o Super-high permeabilities 

result in high Reynolds 
numbers  

o Model becomes invalid over 
much of domain 
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Summary 
o Persistent long-term decline in UFA groundwater levels 
o Resulted in persistent long-term decline in spring & river flows 
o UFA is an extremely karstified aquifer where the spring and river 

flows are supplied by conduits that drain the aquifer matrix 
o Models have not predicted the declines or the location of impacts 
o Aquifer is not a porous media 
o Sustainability requires reduced groundwater extractions 
o Effective planning  requires better models 
o No more porous media models 
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